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Mr. Wendell Davis,
County Manager
Dear Mr. Davis:
The Internal Audit Department has completed its Special Investigation of EMS’s July 2014
purchase of seven replacement ambulances. During the investigation, Internal Audit identified a
control weakness in major purchase processes whereby documentation was not developed and
maintained that provided justification for the purchase. Internal audit also identified an instance
in which information supporting the purchase was not validated.
We have discussed this report with the Finance Department and its Purchasing Division officials.
They have committed to developing a process to strengthen the procurement process regarding
specific justification for major purchases.
EMS, the purchasing department, has read this report. The Department’s official response is
attached as appendix I.

Sincerely,

Richard Edwards,
Internal Audit Director
CC:

Skip Kirkwood, EMS Director
George Quick, Finance Director
Lee Worsley, Deputy County Manager
Audit Oversight Committee
BOCC
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

RECOMMENDATION

This report provides an analysis of EMS’s
procurement process for its 2014 purchase of
seven new ambulances. The report addresses the
lack and use of information supporting the
purchase. The report does not focus on whether
the vehicles purchased for the ambulance was
appropriate for the needs of the County
considering economy, efficiency, and
effectiveness.

Internal Audit recommends that user departments
provide documentation regarding justification for
a specific product or service to the County’s
Purchasing Division before implementing a
purchase. Documentation should include (1)
sound assessment methods to identify needs or
requirements, (2) specifications that consider
economy, effectiveness, and efficiency that are
directed towards the specific need the purchase
will satisfy.

FINDINGS
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Internal audit efforts resulted in finding that:
In response to the investigation, EMS developed
information to support the purchase of the specific
vehicle. That information is attached to the report
as EMS’s response to the investigation findings
and recommendations.

 EMS did not develop and maintain
documentation files showing its decisions or
reasoning for selecting the vehicle it
purchased for ambulance use.
 Information used by EMS to support
lifecycle, maintenance, and repair costs, was
obtained from an EMS operation in Ontario
Canada without validating the data or
assessing its relevance to conditions in
Durham County.
CAUSE
EMS officials said they did not develop and
maintain documentation because they did not
believe it is required by County policy or State
Statute. EMS officials also did not validate
information because they did believe it is required
or mandated by Statute.
EFFECTS
The effects of the above findings is that:
 taxpayers or other interested parties could
not determine if the vehicle meet the basic
ambulance needs of the County considering
economy, efficiency and effectiveness, and

For further information regarding this report
please contact Richard Edwards, Internal Audit
Director, at rcedwards@dconc.gov.

 Decisions were made with less that valid
information.
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BACKGROUND
In July 2014, the EMS Department (EMS) ordered seven replacement ambulances for its
fleet. The seven ambulances cost $1,273,412 or $181,916 each. The ambulance purchase
was part of EMS’s plan to modernize its fleet in conjunction with its overall plan to
improve emergency medical services to the Durham County Community. The seven new
ambulances have arrived and EMS officials are pleased with them.
The fire chiefs at the Redwood and Bahama volunteer fire departments made complaints in
similar fashion as those made on “fraud hotlines.”1 They told the Internal Auditor they
believed the specific ambulances EMS purchased were unnecessarily expensive2 purchases
and they did not believe the maintenance data used to justify the purchase was accurate.
One fire chief believed the procurement method was inappropriate because the purchase
did not follow established bid procedures.
Internal Audit believes such charges are serious and require a level of review to establish
the validity or lack thereof. Internal Audit believes a decision not to review the charges
would have been contrary to the transparency desired by County Administrators and the
taxpaying community. Internal Audit conducted a review of the process EMS used to
procure the vehicles.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the review was to answer three specific questions: (1) were the
ambulances purchased by appropriate methods, (2) were the ambulances purchase
unnecessarily expensive, and (3) was information regarding maintenance, operational, and
life cycle costs reliable? This audit did not intend to determine if the vehicles EMS
purchased were the best fit for the County’s needs, but only to determine if a process was
followed that could be understood as reasonable.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
To answer those objective questions, the Internal Auditor requested EMS’s files
documenting its decision to purchase the Mercedes Sprinter. Internal Audit believes such a
file would have included information regarding the justification and need as well as
maintenance and life cycle cost data that was provided to the BOCC at budget hearings.
Such documentation was not maintained by EMS; however, EMS officials verbally
communicated to Internal Audit the reasons why it chose the specific vehicle. The Deputy
EMS Director, a member of the selection team, provided a letter detailing the selection
process.

1

Fraud hotlines are methods by which employees, citizens or others may communicate what they see as fraud and
abuse. Such complaints are investigated to determine the complaint’s validity.
2
Auditor’s interpretation of “they didn’t need a Mercedes.”
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
The process utilized by EMS to purchase its newest ambulances revealed a flaw in the
County’s process for major purchases. EMS did not maintain documents regarding the
procurement. The lack of information and audit trail surrounding the procurement created
questions regarding justification for the specific vehicle that was purchased and if that
vehicle was fit for the ambulance needs of the County when considering, economy,
efficiency, and effectiveness. However, the auditor did not find that the specific vehicle
was inappropriate. Data was not available to make such a determination, therefore this
report addresses the lack of documentation and the accompanying effects.
The need for additional ambulances was widely known and plans were in place to purchase
new ones; however, a documented justification or selection process that demonstrates the
conduct of an assessment of the type of vehicle required to fit the needs of the County is
not available. For example, if conditions existed in the County that required a smaller, more
agile vehicle, etc., documenting that condition, and how a specific vehicle would satisfy the
need would have provided a level of assurance that the right vehicle was purchased. This
type of analysis was not conducted because EMS did not believe there was a requirement
for documenting such decisions. Such documentation is not required by the Purchasing
Division under the current structure. Statute requirements regarding documentation are
discussed below.
Currently, for large purchases over $90,000, departments are responsible for providing the
justification of need and obtaining approval from the Board of County Commissioner
(BOCC) to make capital equipment and vehicle purchases. They are not required to seek
the assistance of the Purchasing Division (Purchasing) to develop their needs assessment or
specification documents. However, Purchasing will provide guidance regarding the costs if
requested. For example, a department wanting to buy a specific item, a vehicle for
example, may ask Purchasing for pricing information. Purchasing can query its systems to
determine if such a vehicle was purchased and if so, provide pricing information based
upon purchasing history. That information can then be used by the buying department in
the documentation used for budget hearings. Upon approval by the BOCC, the Finance
Department will allocate the funds to execute the purchase. At that point, Purchasing does
not question or review the process for determining the need for the purchase.
EMS purchased the ambulances through legally established procedures established by State
statutes which did not require a local bid process. Internal Audit could not determine if the
purchase was unnecessarily expensive because of the lack of data. Also, Internal Audit
could not verify maintenance and life cycle costs presented in budget discussions.

The Purchase Was Conducted Properly
EMS purchased the vehicles through the North Central Emergency Medical Service
Cooperative (NCEMSC). North Carolina statutes allow for purchases through cooperatives
if the cooperative is set up to obtain bids in accordance with State statutes requiring
competition etc. As a member of the cooperative, the Purchasing only has to review the
documentation to verify a legitimate competitive bid process and a valid contract award
and make the purchase. That process is relatively simple only requiring EMS to select the
optional items it prefers for the vehicle.
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Information Not Available To Determine If Purchase
Was Unnecessarily Expensive
Internal audit did not have enough information to determine if the ambulance chosen was
unnecessarily expensive or was the best selection considering economy, efficiency, and
effectiveness. Other Type III ambulances were available but a comparison is impossible
without information regarding the County’s needs and how the specific vehicle satisfied
those needs. Documentation showing the needs of the County and the need for a specific
type of vehicle would help a reviewer in making this decision. For example, if the County
needed short range transportation versus transportation for longer trips, documentation of
that need along with specifications of a vehicle to solve that requirement would help policy
makers, citizens, or other interested parties understand how the selected vehicle was
appropriate for the needs of the County.
During the course of the audit, EMS officials compiled information regarding the vehicle
price as well as reasons for choosing the specific vehicle. According to the EMS Director,
there have been three options for the Type III ambulances, the type historically used by the
County. He further stated that changes in the industry have narrowed the available choices
and when considering the choices available, the vehicle chosen was priced more
economically favorable.
Such information is valuable in communicating to taxpayers and others that purchases are
reasonable and do not represent unnecessarily expensive purchases. Internal audit believes
such information should be documented and maintained in the purchasing files.

Fuel Consumption, Maintenance, and Life Cycle
Costs Were Not Validated
EMS obtained fuel cost comparisons, life cycle cost data, and parts replacement data from
its Canadian counterparts who were using the sprinter in its fleet of ambulances. EMS
accepted and reported the data in its budget hearings without verifying the reliability of the
data, however; they reported the source of the data in the budget presentation.
According to the EMS Director, Niagara Falls Ontario Regional EMS developed the data
using experience unique to its EMS operation. It is unclear if this data is representative of
what the experience would be in Durham County’s EMS. Internal Audit attempted to
independently verify the data and found EMS Association published reports confirming
that fuel consumption was in line with findings of the Niagara Regional EMS in Ontario.
Internal Audit could not identify data referencing similar life cycle or parts costs as those
reported in budget hearings, although some association material address claims that the
sprinter’s advanced features result in maintenance and repair savings.
Internal Audit believes information should be vetted to establish reliability before it is used.
The EMS Director said he accepted and reported the information because he believed the
source was trustworthy. We believe that in the future, information used to make critical
decisions should be tested to determine its reliability.

Statutes, Administrative Rules, and County Policy
Do Not Require Documentation
EMS management said it was unaware that documentation of their decisions regarding
selection of a specific vehicle was required. The Director cited the lack of a specific statute,
4

rule, or policy in this regards. The Internal Auditor agrees that the State’s procurement
statutes do not address documentation of the justification of need. However, according to
the introduction to the purchasing section by UNC’s School of Government’s County and
Municipal Government in North Carolina, contracting procedures must be designed to
“avoid the appearance of impropriety in contracting decisions.” Implicit in this statement is
the requirement that some form of procedure be designed and documented that can be
referred to as necessary. Otherwise, a question arises as to how it can be determined that
the procedure avoids the appearance of impropriety if it is not recorded in a form that can
be reviewed by persons not involved in the process. EMS representatives argue that the
statement regarding the appearance of impropriety is applicable only if the County
conducted its own bidding process. However, Internal Audit believes this statement is
applicable to purchasing regardless of the procurement process. Documenting the process,
including the justified need is a simple solution. Therefore, we believe the procurement
process should have included information documenting the need for a specific product as a
matter of prudence, if not for the sake of legal correctness. That information should explain
the need the proposed product will satisfy as well as how one product serves the county
better, especially if there are options and price differences.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Departments that engage in acquisitions should strive to assure that their acquisitions are
not subject to suspicions of unnecessary expenses or wastefulness. If such suspicions are
expressed, the departments should be able to easily defend its acquisition with records and
documents that provide insight into the process and pertinent decisions made to justify the
acquisition. Implementing a purchase plan or procedure that mitigates the risk of creating
questions regarding the appropriateness of the process requires designing the process in a
manner that reviewers can determine why the good or service is required and how the
specific good or service will satisfy the requirement. For future large purchases, Internal
Audit recommends that user departments provide documentation regarding the need and
justification for a specific product or service to the County’s Purchasing Division. That
documentation should include (1) sound assessment methods to identify needs or
requirements, (2) specifications that consider economy, effectiveness, and efficiency that
are directed towards the identified needs and requirements. To facilitate this effort,
Internal Audit recommends that Purchasing provide the necessary guidance to
departments to implement the above steps.
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Appendix 2
Internal Audit Response to EMS Director’s Comments
This Special Investigation report of EMS’s Ambulance Procurement made five primary points. They
were:






EMS did not document its assessment of the needs for the specific vehicle, therefore the process
was not available and open for review,
The Auditor, or other interested parties, could not determine if the specific vehicles purchased by
EMS was appropriate for the County’s ambulance needs because data was not sufficient to
support how vehicles met the specific needs of the County,
EMS did not validate lifecycle, repair, and maintenance costs before presenting those costs to the
BOCC during budget hearings,
Without appropriate information and data there is no basis to determine if procurements are
appropriate and meets the State Statute standard that “…plans were developed to avoid the
appearance of impropriety”, and
Controls in the County’s procurement system needs to be strengthened to provide better
assurance that user departments can defend their procurements by documenting and maintaining
on file, justification for major purchases.

The Auditor believes these points are relevant and valid based upon the facts and data available at the
time of the investigation. Additionally, the Auditor believes that in the spirit of openness, prudence, and
good government, major procurements should not be rendered questionable because data is unavailable or
not verified and validated. The recommendation, when implemented by the Finance Department and its
Purchasing Division, will provide additional controls necessary to reasonably insure that major purchases
are conducted in a manner that supports good business practices.
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